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The Kurdish People
The Kurds are a distinct group of people who have inhabited the Middle East for 

as long as there have been written records.

• Kurds are the 2nd largest ethnic 
group in Iraq and Turkey.

• Kurds are located in: Turkey, Syria, 
Iran, Iraq, Israel, Georgia, 
Lebanon, Armenia, Azerbaijan, 
Germany, as well as Turkmenistan 
and Uzbekistan .

• Most Kurds used to live in small 
villages in remote mountain 
regions.

• There has a been a shift to living in 
urban centers in recent decades 
after political turmoil and war led to 
the displacement of Kurds from 
their rural villages.



Kurdish Education
• Children are only taught in Turkish; their 

non-native language, when they start school 
at age 7.

• Kurdish families have very little control over 
their children’s education.

• Many Kurdish children resist going to school 
due to the discriminatory and inequitable 

learning environment. 

• Boys and girls are equally represented in 
schools, proportionate to their regional 

population.

• Many children are unable to attend school 
due to dangerous living conditions



Classification of Kurdish 

Language

Classification
• Belongs to the Western-Iranian 

group of Indo-European 

Languages 

• Inflected language with both 

gender and number

Two Main Dialects

• Kurmanji (North)

&

• Sorani  (South) 

Sorani Kurdish is spoken in 

West Iran and most of Iraqi 

Kurdistan. 
Countries Spoken 

• Iran, Iraq, Syria, Turkey 

and the Caucasus, and 

by sizable communities 

elsewhere.



Common Kurdish Words
Lexicon

English Kurdish

bread nan

you tu

friend heval

Child/childlike zaro/zarok



Kurdish Phonolgy

Kurdish Vowels
contrast in quality, they 

often carry a secondary 

length distinction that 

does not affect syllabic 

weight. This distinction 

appears in the writing 

systems developed for 

Kurdish.

Three Short Vowels
/i/ = bit

/i/ = beet

/e/ = bet & bat

Consonants

/x/= German ach

/gh/= like /x/ vibration

/r/ = like spanish /r/

/q/ = /k/ pronounced very far 
back of mouth



Kurdish Grammatical Structure & 

Syntax

Kurdish grammatical structure is very similar to English

Kurdish word order  =    subject – verb- object 

I had arrived home when the game started.

Ez hatibum malé gave lístiké destpékir. 
S        p.p.verb O when the game started.



Kurdish Writing System
The Kurdish language uses three writing systems

In Iran and Iraq

• Use of Arabic and Latin

Alphabet

Turkey, Syria & Armenia

• Use of the Latin Alphabet

Former USSR

• Modified Cyrillic Alphabet



The Arabic-based Kurdish Alphabet
commonly used by all Kurds converted to Islam

• This alphabet is 
written from right
to left and does not 
make a distinction 
between capital 
and lower-case 
letters.

• The Kurdish 
version contains 
extra letters to 
represent Kurdish 
sounds that do not 
exist in Arabic.



Language Learning Difficulties 

No access to a formal education during Primary Years

• In northern Iraq, public education has been 

intermittently available in Kurdish - mostly at the 

primary level.

• Many young children, particularly girls have not 

developed their L1 reading or writing skills. This will 

make the transfer to L2  a more difficult process.



Kurdish Communication Styles

Formalities

• Kurds tend to be more formal 

than Americans although in 

addressing others, many 

names are shortened to show 

informality.

ex. Michael to Micho

Stephanie to Stephé

Protocols

• Kurds are strongly tied to titles 

and observe strict protocol.

• They are wary of laws, 

regulations and authority and 

may attempt to get around 

regulations that do not appear 

to be in their immediate best 

interests.

• In order to be polite, they 

refuse an offer of food two or 

three times, however hungry 

they might be.

Opinions of Kurds

• Kurds are forthright in voicing 

their opinions and can be 

perceived as aggressive or 

rude b



Kurdish Communication Styles cont..

Greetings
• Kurdish men will expect to be 

greeted first, prior to 
acknowledging a spouse/wife.

• Many Kurdish families are 
matriarchal.

• Many families with renowned 
heritage are often known by 
the name of the female head of 
the family.

Friendly Gestures
• Kurdish men tend to 

misinterpret Americans’
friendly and casual manners of 
saying “hello” through simple 
pats on a back as intrusive and 
rude. 

• Kurdish men also tend to 
misinterpret friendly gestures 
from American woman as 
gestures of sexual interest.

• American women should 
gesture only with a nod and 
simple smile.
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